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LET IT SNOW! HARVEY GRANAT REMEMBERS
SAMMY CAHN IN WORDS AND MUSIC

On an absolutely beastly Saturday, with a
constant stream of wet snow falling, intrepid
APSS members came out and filled the house
to hear Harvey Granat sing and remember
lyricist Sammy Cahn. Naturally, the tune on
just about everyone’s mind was “Let It
Snow,” ironically written by Cahn and Jule
Styne in 1945 (during a heat wave in Los
Angeles). The snow did put the kibosh on one
program feature, however. Marilyn Maye,
scheduled to make a
surprise appearance,
had to withdraw, but
was excused in the
spirit of empathetic
understanding.
President Linda
Burns’ introduction of
Granat included her
own recollections of
Cahn, which stemmed
from opening the
Symphony Cafe in
1988
on
Eighth
Avenue at 56th Street.
The
restaurant
contained
and
displayed items from the Songwriters Hall of
Fame, including a top hat given to Fred
Astaire by Cole Porter and Jimmy Durante’s
fedora. Both Burns and Granat were Board
members of the Songwriters Hall of fame and
were well acquainted with its president –
Sammy Cahn. Cahn, it is evident, was a gutsy
kind of a guy, with a wry humor and plenty
of moxie. When he died in 1993, Stephen
Holden wrote in The New York Times that
Sammy Cahn, was, “one of the last American
songwriters to embody the scrappy can-do
spirit of Tin Pan Alley.” Cahn decided at his
bar mitzvah to go into the music business,
observing that the musicians were getting
paid for having all that fun. He wrote his first
lyric at age 16 with “Like Niagara Falls I’m
Falling for You.” It was a start.
As for Granat, aside from having been a
very successful businessman, his “other life”

has been in show business, as a cabaret
performer, producer and historian/educator.
He currently hosts at the 92nd Street Y
continuing education series, Songs and
Stories with Harvey Granat. His long-time
friend, David Lahm (son of librettist-lyricist,
Dorothy
Fields)
provides
piano
accompaniment for the series and was on
hand to perform those honors for this
program. It was at 92Y’s Lyrics and Lyricists
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Granat’s singing talents are matched with
his ability to be an engaging, expert raconteur.
In a relaxed, smooth-as-honey baritone, his
first offering was “Come Fly With Me”
(music by Jimmy Van Heusen). Slipping
easily from vocalizing to speaking, he
recounted stories linked to the musical
repertoire he’d selected. For “Three Coins in
the Fountain,” Granat reported that Cahn was
known for turning a lyric in on a dime. When
he was asked by the
film’s producers if he
could write a song
about three coins in a
fountain,
Cahn’s
response was, “I can
write anything. I can
write a song called
‘Yech.’” Cahn wrote
the number without a
bridge – he didn’t think
the tune needed one.
When the producers
insisted on it, he
decided to write “the
worst bridge I could
think of.” Ironically,
the number won the 1955 Academy Award for
Best Song.
Cahn won the 1957 Academy Award for
Best Song for “All the Way” (music by
Jimmy Van Heusen), performed by Frank
Sinatra in the film The Joker Is Wild (based
on the true story of singer and comedian Joe
E. Louis). It so happens that Cahn put more
words in Sinatra’s mouth than any other
lyricist in the singer’s discography. Cahn won
his third Best Song Oscar for “High Hopes”
(music by Jimmy Van Heusen), performed by
Sinatra in the 1959 film “A Hole in the Head.”
Because of Sinatra’s friendship with Peter
Lawford, a brother-in-law of John F.
Kennedy, Cahn wrote special lyrics to the
melody, which became a campaign song for
Kennedy’s presidential race.
When Cahn first went to Hollywood,
Photos by Maryann Lopinto

By Marilyn Lester

Formerly New York Sheet Music Society

series that Granat first met Sammy Cahn. He
recounted how, with complete confidence, he
walked up to him at the end of a presentation
and introduced himself with the words, “Mr.
Cahn, I want to produce you on Broadway.”
After the response of “Who the hell are you?”
the two got down to business. Cahn agreed to
the proposition, but allowed that he was a
very busy man and could only give Granat
two and a half years of participation. And so,
on April 16, 1964, the revue Words and Music
opened at the John Golden Theater. It was
produced by Alexander Cohen, in association
with Harvey Granat, and featured book and
lyrics by Sammy Cahn, with Cahn serving as
Music Director with Richard Leonard. The
cast included Cahn, Kelly Garrett, Shirley
Lemmon and Jonathan Peck. After 127
performances, the show closed on August 3
that same year.

Continued on page 3
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President’s Message...
Linda Amiel Burns, President

My sincere wishes to you all for a very happy 2018, with hopes that the
New Year brings us peace, prosperity, good health, and a world that is filled
with beautiful music and song!
I cannot thank the charming and knowledgeable Harvey Granat enough for his wonderful
program on Sammy Cahn this past December. It is little wonder that his programs at the 92Y
are always packed. A big shout out to pianist David Lahm, who accompanied Harvey to
perfection! We were all concerned about the weather and if we would have a turn-out or not,
but our stalwart members and friends came through, filling The Musician’s Hall for our last
program of the year. If you were not able to attend, you can read all about it in our Newsletter’s
lead article, written by Marilyn Lester.
Our “rising star” Joie Bianco made it all the way from Staten Island to sing a few songs for
us. This talented 16 year old is well on her way to a big music career, and she was accompanied
by the fabulous Jon Weber at the piano. When the audience requested one more song, she
mentioned that she was going to be making her Carnegie Hall debut the following week, singing
“Skylark.” She then shared that great standard with us, displaying a sophistication well beyond
her years.
Last year, Board Member Elliott Ames suggested that Robert Rawlins send me his
wonderful book entitled “Tunes of the Twenties,” with a forward by Vince Giordano. It was
amazing to learn the stories behind the songs, and to realize that so many of the great
songs written in the 20’s & 30’s are still being sung today. We are fortunate that Bob Rawlins
is coming to New York to present his program on this subject for us on January 13th, and I’m
sure you will want a copy of his book.
Our “Member Exchange” table is very popular, and we thank our members for bringing
and donating sheet music, books, CD’s and other memorabilia. I know that it feels good to
clear out some of your collections, and it’s fun to find new treasures on the table... and the price
is right - FREE!
Again, best wishes for the year ahead and I am looking forward to seeing you on January
13th at the first meeting of 2018!

Linda

Photos by Rose Billings
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Linda & Jon Weber

Harvey Granat, Linda Amiel Burns & David Lahm

MEETING LOCATION: Local 802 – Musicians’ Hall
322 West 48th Street. Program: 1:45 – 3:30PM.
Come early to look thru Sheet Music & CD’s & stuff, all FREE.
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Harvey Granat...
Continued from page 1

Granat related, he wrote mainly for shorts,
which entailed auditioning songs for the
film’s producers. Cahn thus became expert at
selling a song. One of his early hits was “(This
Is My First Affair, So) Please Be Kind”
(music by Saul Chaplin), which reached
number one on the 1938 Hit Parade, recorded
by Mildred Bailey and the Red Norvo
Orchestra. The song was later a hit for Sinatra,
among others. Granat performed the song in
the way Cahn sold it, and then again in the
way Sinatra sang it. Even with growing
success, Sammy Cahn never forgot his
humble beginnings on New York’s Lower
East Side. He was proudest of his 1962 hit,
“Call Me Irresponsible” (music by Jimmy Van
Heusen), introduced by Jackie Gleason in the
film, Papa’s Delicate Condition. It won Cahn
his fourth (and last) Oscar for Best Song.
Granat reported Cahn as saying, “I came
from a one syllable neighborhood. To write a
five syllable song is an accomplishment.” The
tune also became a hit for Sinatra, as had
“Love and Marriage” (music by Jimmy Van
Heusen), written for a 1955 television
production of Thornton Wilder’s Our Town.
Sammy
Cahn
enjoyed
notable
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partnerships with several composers. Granat
performed another of the Chaplin hits, “Guess
I’ll Hang My Tears Out to Dry,” before
moving on to Cahn’s collaboration with the
team of Jo Stafford’s husband, Paul Weston,

and Alex Stordahl. As a tribute to them,
Granat offered “Day by Day” and “I Should
Care.” Through business, Granat met and
established a friendship with actor, Cary
Grant, whose favorite Sammy Chan song was
“Time After Time” (music by Jule Styne),
written in 1946. In Granat’s tale of the film
Romance on the High Seas, he recounted that
the script was originally written with Judy
Garland in mind. It was a circumstance not
meant to be. Cahn remembered hearing a
young singer in LA named Doris Kappelhoff
and thought she’d be right for the film.
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Kappelhoff auditioned and won the role.
Renamed, Doris Day, the song written for her,
“It’s Magic” (music by Jule Styne), became
her signature tune. For the film Love Me or
Leave Me, Cahn set lyrics to Nicholas
Brodzsky’s music for another Day hit, “I’ll
Never Stop Loving You.”
Harvey Granat closed out a superb show
of music and memory with one of his all-time
favorite Cahn tunes, “All My Tomorrows”
(music by Jimmy Van Heusen), followed by
a number “you’ve probably never heard” – a
thank you, and Granat’s signature closer, “
Look to Your Heart” (music by Jule Styne).
In a snow-induced topsy-turvy twist,
young vocalist Joie Bianco (age 16), part of
the APSS initiative to introduce young talent
at the start of meetings, performed the finale.
With Jon Weber at the piano, Bianco, named
“Most Promising” in Michael Feinstein’s
national teen program (among other honors),
revealed a voice mature beyond her years. Her
first number, a jazz-based “Too Young for the
Blues” (Biff Jones/Charles Meyer) was
followed by standard versions of “Misty”
(Johnny Burke/Erroll Garner) and “Skylark”
(Hoagy Carmichael/Johnny Mercer). And at
the end of a delightful program, “it doesn’t
show signs of stopping” proved prophetic.
Exiting to the street, it was still snowing.

THE GREATEST TRIO YOU NEVER HEARD OF - THE BOSWELL SISTERS

By Paul Chiten

Last week I asked 14 friends if
they had heard of the Boswell
Sisters. 13 said no. One
said, “Oh yeah.
They’re amazing!”
That friend was a
jazz singer. If
you
like
Pentatonix. GQ,
Take 6, The

Connee, Martha and Vet

Manhattan Transfer, the Andrew
Sisters or Lambert, Hendricks & Ross
– thank the Boswell Sisters. They
invented
the
jazz
vocsl
ensemble.“Without the Boswell
Sisters there would be no
Andrew Sisters.”– Patty
Andrews.
If you like Diana
Krall,
Bobby
McFerrin, Wynonna
Judd, Billie Holiday
or
Ella

Fitzgerald – thank the Boswells again.
They developed the modern
approach to jazz and pop singing.
“Who influenced me? There was only
one singer who influenced me. I tried
to sing like her all the time, because
everything she did made sense
musically…and that singer was
Connie Boswell.” – Ella Fitzgerald.
The Boswell Sisters are one of
the most awe-inspiring and important
groups to have ever made music.
In a 3-minute song, a Boswell
Sisters’ arrangement can seamlessly
traverse through multiple key
changes, several 90-degree tempo
shifts, complete re-harmonization of
various sections, scatting, gulling,
lyrics sung in “gibberish,” and all
mesmerizingly executed with jawdropping style and a wondrous sense
of swing.
After many years as a music
professional, I cannot believe I was
unaware of this stunning vocal trio
until January 2015, when I stumbled

upon them by accident while surfing
the Net. I watched the live 2-minute
film clip of “Crazy People”–– and that
was all it took. I was hooked. Or, as
Boswell Sisters aficionados say, I was
“Bozzed.”
This was a new musical world. A
wild take on jazz with no words to
adequately describe it. I launched a
YouTube quest for as much Boswell
Sisters music as I could find.
Fortunately, many of their tracks are
posted on YouTube and CD reissues
are readily available on Amazon.
Before you read any further, check out
the “Crazy People” video. For those
who have not taken the trip to Planet
Boz––you are in for one doozie of a
ride.
The Boswell Sisters were the
most popular music group in
America from 1931 to 1936.
Then suddenly, in 1936, it was
all over. They quickly faded from the
scene––and the public’s memory.
So…who were they? And why was
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this incredible trio largely forgotten?
SHUFFLE OFF TO NEW
ORLEANS - Fate can be like a slot
machine. The tumblers must align
themselves in just the right way to
trigger a jackpot. The Boswell Sisters’
story is like that. There’s everything
that makes a compelling tale: tragedy,
victory, loss, pain, luck, secrets,
betrayal, talent, and a deep love
forged by strong family bonds. The
sisters had an incredible ability to turn
adversity into triumph, making the
most of every opportunity. Their saga
is as compelling as their music.
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The “Bozzies” (as they are
affectionately called) were three
bright, über-cute, funny, playful, and
extraordinarily talented sisters: Martha
(1905-1958), Connie (1907-1976)
and Helvetia (1911-1988, known as
Vet).
While the girls were very young,
the Boswell family settled in New
Orleans. With its eclectic blend of
cultures and the sound of blues, jazz
and gospel all around them, these
three brilliant young women––
encouraged by musical parents and a
strong-willed mother––created a
sound so fresh, so
unique, that it
caused a musical
sensation, changing
the face (and ears)
of popular music.
THAT’S HOW
RHYTHM
WAS
BORN – “Their
music hit me right
between the eyes,
and what hit me was
The Boswell Sisters with Bing Crosby
their
originality.

There was just no one like them.”
David McCain, Boswell authority. The
young Boswells were trained to be
classical instrumentalists. The very
essence of music coursed through
their veins; Martha was going to be
concert pianist, Connie, a cellist, and
Vet, a violinist. Yet something else
began tugging at their heels. In a
1925 interview with the Shreveport
Times, Martha said: “We studied
classical music….and were being
prepared for the stage and a concert
tour throughout the United States, but
the saxophone got us.”
Connie traded her cello for a
tenor sax, Vet took up the banjo and
Martha’s classical piano arpeggios
morphed into hot jazz rhythms and
ragtime licks. Though untrained as
vocalists, they sang amazingly well
together––with that ethereal, otherworldly blend that seems reserved
only for talented siblings with
genetically-linked vocal cords. And
they were connected in even more
profound ways.
David McCain comments: “They

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 1920S SINGERS FOR ME
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did have an uncanny telepathy with
each other. It wasn’t only just their
musical skill and ability. It was this
telepathy they had…which even went
beyond just being sisters. It was really
being in tune with each other. It’s
certainly evident on the records when
you hear it.”
Three personas forged into a
single musical tour-de-force. They
sang with an inspired, surgical
precision never heard before, nor
equaled since. Together they charted
a new course in music where no road
map existed.
BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND
THE DEEP BLUE SEA - “Connie
Boswell is the most widely imitated
singer of all time.” -Frank Sinatra. A
surprising fact about the Boswell
Sisters: Connie was confined to a
wheelchair. At the age of 3 either she
was either severely injured when
ejected from a careening homemade
go-cart, had contracted polio, or both
(each story was alternately told by
Connie through the years). A further
Continued on page 6

By Barbara Rosene

I first met the 1920s with my grandfather’s 78 collection, and the first beginning of its glory, the 1920s music had an excitement and an
female vocalist I met was Fanny Brice. The A side was “If You Want The authenticity that drew me to it. In a way it was like hearing an early,
Rainbow” and “I’d Rather Be Blue” was the B. I listened incessantly. When unsophisticated Elvis as opposed to the later “jump-suit” Elvis. There was
I first moved to NYC I heard an interview with Vince Giordano on the radio. a naivety to the compositions and the performances that was so touching.
I had no idea who he was, but I had been singing Big Band music in I was hooked! I grew to love the straight forward and unforced recordings
college, and knew many of the 1920s and 30s songs through my of Gene Austin and Annette Hanshaw the most. Both seemed, and still
grandfather’s 78s, and because my
seem, very ingenuous
parents knew all those songs and
and artless in the best
sang them in the car whenever we
way.
went anywhere. So having heard his
As Will Friedwald
interview, I called him saying that I
has noted in his writings,
was compelled to know more about
this was the time when
his band and the music. As never
stage performer crossed
happens, my timing was once-in-aover to electronically
lifetime perfect. I auditioned over the
miked performer. And
phone for Vince by singing “I’d Rather
some like Annette and
Be Blue”, and got the gig. It was a
Gene
made the switch
Annette Hanshaw & Gene Austin
short music video. Within the week, I
with grace, while others
was in a studio in NYC recording with Vince and special guest Warren like the “shout singers” struggled with the new device. No one made the
Vache. After that I began singing with Vince more regularly. I had the switch with more fluidity than Bing Crosby though. He truly set the bar for
sensibility of the time, but lacked real knowledge of the performers who future generations of male vocalists. Mildred Bailey did the same for the
had come before the swing era and had set the tone for all the band singers “girl singers.” So, the 1920s and 30s music is in fact, my favorite. From
to come.
many standpoints it is just glorious. It was the apex for sheet music, for
I headed to Colony Records, and I purchased every re-released LP I the American popular song and for the composers. Later it came to be
could find. The Take Two label was a great one. Annette Hanshaw, Ruth about the arrangers, but for these early years of recording it was about the
Etting, Belle Baker, Lee Morse, The Boswell Sisters and Helen Morgan writers - and it was just the beginning of the big radio and recording stars,
are a few of whom I brought home. Like any medium that is at the and I found that incredibly exciting!
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Member
News...

If you have any member news, or other items you would like to have
considered for this newsletter, please send it by e-mail to the coeditor, Jerry Osterbergg: osterbergg@AOL.com. It will be subject to
editing, depending on size and content, and please remember that
we try to go to press two weeks before each monthly meeting. We
often get very good items that get to us after the newsletter has been
printed and mailed.

Linda Amiel Burns, APSS President, is celebrating four decades of The Singing
Experience. A number of APSS members have taken this workshop, some
more than once. For those of us who have, we can assure you that you’ll feel
like a pro by the night of the performance. Although many students have never
sung in public before, the supportive environment has prepared them well for
their debut. Call Linda at 212-315-3500 to sign up. The Singing Experience
Cable TV show continues on MNN Time Warner: Channel 56 or RCN: Channel
111. The program broadcasts are every Sunday at 5:00 PM. You can also
see your fellow NYSMS members on YouTube at any time.

Midday Jazz Midtown continues on Wednesdays (1:00 PM to 2:00 PM) at Saint
Peter’s Church (East 54 Street (entrance) @ Lexington Ave), NYC, Hosted by
Ronny Whyte. Programs: January 3, Gabrielle Stravelli-singer, Art Hiraharapiano, Pat O’Leary-bass; January 10, Songs of Burt Bacharach & Hal David,
Iris Ornig-bass & arrangements, Dave Smith-trumpet, Dan Pratt-tenor sax,
Billy Test-piano, Jesse Simpson-drums; January 17, Bill Mays-piano; January
24, Erli Perez-singer, Takaaki Otomo-piano, Yoki Washi-bass; February 7,
Harold Mabern-piano. Suggested donation: $10. Parking: Icon Parking, East
51 St, between Third and Lexington Ave. $15 including tax for five hours with
validation @ Saint Peter’s reception desk. www.ronnywhyte.com/ ,
www.saintpeters.org/jazz/midtownjazz.htm.
Board member Will Friedwald will present the latest edition of his monthly Clip
Joint program at the 92nd Street Y on January 16 @ 7:00 PM, The Jon
Hendricks Memorial & The Dave Lambert Centennial – a Celebration of
Lambert, Hendricks & Ross; January 19 @ 9:00 PM, The Art of Nat King Cole:
Rarities, New Discoveries & Unseen Footage. Tickets from $25.
www.92y.org/event/will-friedwald-s-clip-joint.aspx

Message from Steve Ross: Beginning in January I’ll be offering a Master
Class…
THE SONG IN YOU AND YOU IN THE SONG – an intimate song study and
performance workshop.– The initial sessions will take place take place in my
apartment (255 W. 84th St., Apt. 12D) on Saturday Jan 20th (1-4); Thursday,
Jan. 25th (7-10), Tuesday, Jan 30th (7 -10) and Saturday Jan. 27th (1-4). You
can sign up for one or indeed more than one if there’s room. Arrangements
are being handled by my assistant Dena Kaufman denakaufman7@gmail.com
917 848 4797 call/text.

Steve – I’ll be at the keyboard and shall need in advance the names of the
three songs you’ll be asked to bring with you and their keys if known. To your
session you’ll also bring copies of the sheet music as well as three copies of
the songs’ lyrics typed in a medium-large font, double-spaced. Regarding the
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song choices – I’m most comfortable with material from the Great American
Songbook and Broadway/Off-Broadway but I’m happy to prepare whatever
else you might wish to work on. I’m also partial to 60’s and 70’s classics. You
might be asked to scan a given song to Dena.

Steve – The songs you bring can be ones you know well and would like to
examine more deeply, songs you’ve always wanted to work on or indeed song
you are working on. Memorization is not required. In any case we shall, as the
workshop’s title suggests, do our best to make sure that the SONG is in YOU
and, more importantly, YOU are in the SONG!

Steve – Some further thoughts: This is not a class in vocal instruction. You do
not have to be a professional singer to participate but you will have to have a
basic knowledge of singing. – The fee is $75 in cash or check made out to
Steve Ross to be collected by Dena at the door on the day of. – If you decide
to join in on this musical adventure, please indicate which session(s) you’d like
to attend. We all know things can come up so it is requested that a cancellation
be made at least 24 hours before your scheduled session. The atmosphere will
be relaxed and collaborative. I’m eager to make some good music with you!

APSS Board member Tom Toce has recorded a studio version of his successful
MAC Award nominated cabaret show Songwriter in the House at the
Metropolitan Room last year. The recently released CD is different than Tom’s
earlier album. It features his singer-songwriter songs and his vocals
throughout. Backing Tom are Jon Burr – bass, Sean Harkness – guitar, Justin
McEllroy & Peter Millrose – vocals. The CD is available on CD Baby.
https://www.cdbaby.com/cd/tomtoce.

Carol J. Binkowski’s new book, Opening Carnegie Hall: The Creation and First
Performances of America’s Premier Concert Stage was just published by
McFarland & Co. www.caroljbinkowski.com. Hilary Kole’s newest CD: The
Judy Garland Project (Miranda Music) is now on-sale. The remarkable
performer conjures the spirit and beauty of Judy Garland in stunning
arrangements of songs made famous by the legendary singer, including “The
Trolley Song,” “The Man That Got Away,” “Over the Rainbow.”

Do you seek an elusive song? If you do, write APSS Board member Sandy
Marrone @ smusandy@aol.com or call 856-829-6104. You can also visit
Sandy in New Jersey to see thousands and thousands of sheets of music,
most of which can be yours very reasonably. She is a marvelous resource
and a super-great lady! Having heard from only a few of our members over the
past year or so, Sandy wants to remind you that she’s still at it, adding to her
collection every day, and always willing to part with sheet music at especially
fair prices for us. Sheet music was the reason we were founded thirty plus
years ago, after all, and she’s only a phone call or e-mail away. Sandy
continues to be willing to offer free appraisals with no expectation of having
right of first refusal, and can provide unbiased advice as to how and where to
sell music. It’s not a secret, pass it on please.

Speaking of Sandy Marrone, our congratulations for having been featured in
the September 17 edition of the Philadelphia Inquirer, The Region. The profile,
Lost in Song: Name That Tune. She Probably Has It, by Kevin Riordan, traces
the beginning of her 600,000 piece collection to 1975 and a fortuitous stop in
an antiques shop. Robert Rawlins, Rowan University music-theory professor
said “Her collection is amazing. I didn’t think there could be that much music
in one place. There were things I thought I would never find, and she had
them.”

Send Member News to Osterbergg@aol.com no later than the 15th of each month for the next issue.

American Popular
Song Society

P.O. Box 5856 • PIKESVILLE, MD 21282

NEXT

January 13, 2018
Robert Rawlins - Tunes of the Twenties
(with input from Elliott Ames)
February 10, 2018
Michael Lavine & Tom Toce
The contemporary music of Disney Animation
March 10, 2018
(Cabaret Month) Linda Burns,
performance by Sidney Myer
April 14, 2018
(Jazz Appreciation Month) Marilyn Lester
New directions in Jazz
May 12, 2018
Sandi Durell, Songwriter Showcase
June 9, 2018
Richard Skipper on Cabaret and Cole
A celebration of Cole Porter on his Birthday

Boswell Sisters...

Continued from page 4

incident at age 22, involving a 15-foot
fall from a window during a game of
hide-and seek, took away whatever
remaining lower-body ability she had.
The end result: she never walked
again.
For their early gigs, Connie was
carried “packsaddle” style by her
sisters; Martha and Vet interlocked
their forearms while Connie sat in the
middle. They learned to rely on each
other in profound ways: physically,
musically, emotionally and spiritually.
This intimacy was reflected in the
music they created.
Vet’s daughter, Chica Boswell
Minnerly observed: “They went
everywhere together, socially. They
did things together. Played their
music together. And they thought
alike. When you have that kind of
closeness and you translate it into a
musical form, it’s hard to explain what
happens…with a trio. A trio begins to
have its own identity. And that identity
is very different from any of the
sisters. So it becomes truly a trio.”

In the 1920s jazz was often
referred to in derogatory terms,
especially by religious groups (in the
1950s these same charges would be
leveled at rock and roll). Chica
continues: “Jazz, in some circles, was
considered ‘the Devil’s music.’ But it
was hard to call it ‘the Devil’s music’
when you had these three pretty little
girls…one of whom couldn’t
walk…and they’re singing this music.
So it presented a contradiction. It’s
interesting, because people had to
make their minds up about it.”
Editor’s Note: Paul Chiten is a
Los Angeles-based songwriter,
composer, producer, musician, singer
and artist. His songs have earned
him multi-platinum and gold records.
His compositions and productions
have won Telly, Aurora and Emmy
Awards. He has worked with Michael
Jackson, Anita Baker, Tina Turner,
Donna Summer, Cyndi Lauper and
countless others.
This article
originally appeared in the AFM Local
424 News, and re-printed with the
permission of the author.
To be continued…

Did you know every issue of this newsletter
is in COLOR online at www.APSSinc.org

January
13
2018
Produced
by
Elliott
Ames

Robert Rawlings-Tunes of the Twenties
"OH BABY, WHAT I COULD'NT DO..."
"Tunes of the Twenties" -- witty,
insightful, melodic--The stories behind
the songs told by author, raconteur,
musician Prof Robert Rawlins and a
slick trio with a "chick singer." Crazy
thing is: you'll know many of the
tunes! "I Can't Give You Anything But
Love" -- and more!

